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To be able to produce transparencies of the tone
imparted to commercial slides is the ain of many
who make their own slides. In our next number

we shall, in continuing the article commenced

in

this issue, give such instructions as will enable
those desirous of making slides to produce those
j tones which are most pleasing.
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year’s ineeting at Chester has been well attended
Interesting papers, optical lantern exhibitions,
and excursions were the order of the week.
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Enlarger.
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over

it

seven ounces of alcohol.
Shake these until the
ALTHOUGH the most of our remarks on the making cotton has been thoroughly wetted, and then add
of lantern transparencies will bear on their pro- eight ounces of ether, by which with a little
duction by photography, yet would this little shaking the cotton will be all dissolved. If the
scrics be incomplete unless mention was made of cotton is good, there will be no residuum. This is
the simplest and most primitive way by which plain collodion, and may be used for every purthey may be produced, viz., in outline drawing pose in which collodion plays a part, even in
surgery, or for abrasions of the fingers. It should
by the hand.
This having been described in a former number be allowed to stand and settle for a short time
before being iodised, which is done by the addiwill only now be treated very briefly.
The subject to be outlined on the glass must tion of the following :—
Dissolve—
first be drawn the correct size ona sheet of paper,
Todide of cadmium...
65 grains.
unless it is an engraving or other picture that is |
ammonium
|
”
”
25
to be copied, when that may be used instead of
Bromide of cadmium
9
4,
si
ammonium
Irs,
the drawing.
The glass is made quite clean, and
Alcohol
5 ounces.
having been rubbed over with ox-gall, or even |
“licked by the tongue and allowed to dry, is laid ' These ingredients and proportions are found
“lhe above
flat down upon the drawing or engraving.
A to make a good and stable collodion.
fine steel pen or crow quill having been dipped solution is added to the fifteen ounces of plain
in copying ink, or common writing ink, in which collodion with which it is mixed by shaking.
a little sugar has becn dissolved, is employed to But so long as the relative proportions are
trace off the lines onthe paper. If care has been adhered to, it matters litthke whether the whole
taken to have the point of the pen very fine and twenty ounccs are mixed at a time, or only a
the ink rather thin, the lines made in tracing will : small proportion. When the plate is coated cither
be thin, otherwise they may be coarse and blotchy. | with this or any other collodion, it is immersed
When the whole of the outlines have been traced for not less than two minutes in a bath made
the plate is lifted up and examined.
By this time | in the proportion of thirty-five grains of nitrate
the ink is dry. A plug of cotton wadding is of silver to the ounce of distilled water. This
Being taken out
next dipped in lampblack and rubbed over the must be done ina dark room.
drawing, which by this treatment acquires’great and allowed to drip, it is at once placed in the
intensity. All superfluous dust being removed slide of the copying camera, and exposed rather
from the plate by a broad camel’s hair brush, longer than would be the case with a gelatine
the drawing is then fixed by giving it a coating plate.
It is developed by holding it level, and gently
of spirit varnish, which prevents the lines being
disturbed by any subsequent painting, either with ! pouring over it—along one edge—just enough of
the developer to flow over the surface.
oil,or water colours.
TRANSPARENCIES

BY

Wet

CoLtoniox.—Most ;

Developer—

Protosulphate of Iron
q-ounce.
of those who prepare large numbers of trans. |
Acetic Acid...
Ko 3
parencies for the market do so by the wet collo- |
Alcohol
so»
dion process, and there is no doubt that exquisitely
Water
aoe
sae
8 ounces.
fine work may be obtained by it, and in almost | The image appears with considerable rapidity,.
every variety of tone.
/and when the details are all out, the plate is
Although we advise the purchase of bromo- i washed and transferred to the fixing bath, which
iodised collodion ready prepared, this being kept | may consist either of hyposulphate of soda. or
on sale by every dealer, yet some may prefer icyanide of potassium, 10 grains to the ounce.
making it for themselves, more particularly as it |After this it receives a final and thorough washing.
involves no special skill, The proportions we ; Now examine the transparency, and observe if
give are those for 200z., for as it keeps well after | the highest lightsare pure.
If not, pour over the
preparation, and even improves by keeping, it is isurface a five or six-grain solution of cyanide of
scarcely worth while to make less. The stock of ; potassium, in which a little iodine has been dissupplies for its manufacture consists of alcohol solved, to the extent of not striking a final red
(strong methylated spirit will answer), ether, colour in thesolution.
This serves to dissolve the
soluble cotton or pryoxiline, the iodides of cad- image on the plate, and as it commences with the
mium and ammomum, and the bromides of weakest parts, its action must be promptly stopped
cadmium and ammonium.
| by washing as soon as, by clearing away any veilInto a bottle capable of holding more than : Ing, a measure of pluck or vigour is imparted.
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Simply pull back the Lever at bottom and the piate swings into register; an index
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indicate the number of plates exposed.
LENS- Specially manufactured, working at Fu, and made to focus
for
S
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UTT&L&R—Works behind the lens, and can be fitted with Newman's skort and lorg distances.
Preumatic REGULATOR.
With this Shutter more exposure is given
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method of toning is made somewhat a mystery by
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4

4

small, has a wide range of capa-

bilities,

and

can

be

focussed.

This camera is covered in morocco, and has one projection

THE firm of J. F. Shew and Co. have introduced more
than one camera of the Aad nature, that bearing the
name ‘Eclipse’ being one of their make which is

jj) only ; a thumb-screw on top for
focussing, a scale being attached
to the sliding part of the appa-

:
most generally known.
BMGs Bs
ratus.
This camera, although used in the hand, is not of ;
the detective type.
‘here is no chance of mistaking for any desired distance.

This is readily adjustable

Two finders are fitted ; the shutter is set by pulling
a small cord at the upper part of the camera and

i

released by a slight

ri

neath.

touch

on

a rin: placed

under--

The lens is placed inside of the box proper,

and the front is made to open so as to permit of the
: stop being changed.
This camera is supplied either with a roll holder for
' films, an automatic changing back (12 plates), or with
double backs, all of which attach to the one fitting.

Fic.

1.

Fic. 2.

, The instrument (closed) with

a double back, occupies the
it for a box, basket, or other hand package.
It con. ‘ small dimensions of $sin. by
sists of a bellows camera of fixed focus, w hich bv a '§3in. by Sin., and weighs
simple movement can be folded up (without disturbing complete 1lb.110z. The lens
the lens, or undoing a screw) into a small package to is the same as that in the
enter any ordinary-sized pocket. (Fig. 1.)
Eclipse.
The front and back are made of mahogany, as are
Any of the above cameras

also two wings which fold over the front when the can be used on a stand if =353
camera is packed.
The only movement necessary to time exposures are required, 4%
Vigo)
B
“rig up” the camera is to pull forward
the front, which | light stands ora clip (Fiy.6) La} ;
causes
the wings to extend and clamp it in a being supplied for this purRe
very rigid and secure manner, one fork being slipped pose.
in before the other. (See Fig. 2.)
A special feature of this
Pic. 6.
Thelens, which isa rapid camera is that. owing to its
'
wide
range
of
focus,
it
can
be
readily
adapted
to suit
rectilinear, gives good defi- |
nition, and is supplied with the focus of one’s own lens, by simply turning the
rotating diaphragm, and a | thumb screw.
shutter working between |!
the lenses (Fig. 3). This is

0:

Lantern Slide Work.
circular in shape, readily |
set and easily released.
(Continued from page 4.)
There is also a simple
device for regulating the AFTER fixing and clearins as above mentioned, the
tension of the spring which slide should be washed tor a few hours in the sane
controls the shutter. The way as an ordinary negative.
sensitive plates are contained in. double backs.
This
On taking the plates out of the washing trovzh. it
camera and double dark slide weighs tooz., and is advisable to give each a good rinse
under the tap,
measures 4;in. by 44in by rfin when closed.
so as to remove any particles of grit that may
Another ingenious lantern-size camera by the same been deposited on the film from the washing hive
water,
firm is shown at Fig. 4. It is capable of focussing and then place them on edge to dry—not in
a rack—
from 3in. to 8in.; has 2 swing back, rack focussing, where they will be kept quite
free from dust.
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are several

methods

of toning slides, but I in it, opposite the condenser. fixing the objective in this
prefer the rich box as nearly opposite the opening as possible, we get
brown, or even the black tone of the ordinary photo- a picture of
any solid object. thrown backwards, and
graph, to the red or other tints that may be obtained by turning
the lantern nearly round we get the picture
by toning : and I believe there is considerable risk of on the screen.
‘This is known as the aphengoscope,
a toned slide fading away.
and with it sketches. photographs, pictures in books,
When the film is thoroughly dry it is ready for: watch movements,
&c.,can beshown.
What you have
mounting for the lantern.
I am sorry to say there is seen is only a small part of what you can yourselves
often very little care exercised with this part of the | easily do with
a little trouble and the expenditure of a
work. and many an otherwise good slide is completely
few pence on an ordinary lantern.
spoiled by the careless and slovenly way in which it is
We will now leave the simple arrangements, and
mounted.
turn to those which require special additions. which
The photograph and cover glasses should be abso- cannot be
made by an amateur.
First. we will take
lutely clean. and free from all dust and finger marks. the
lantern microscope. which is an arrangement
And here } would say a word as to the thickness of taking
the place ofthe objective.
In this the ordinary
the cover glasses.
Very thick glass adds much to the microscope objectives and slides are used. and in the
weight of the slide, as you will find to your cost if you ordinary
form both light and heat are concentrated
have them to carry far. The extra chin covers are the that
the micro slides would be destroyed if the heat
Nicest: but unfortunately they soon break when using were
not stopped by a glass tank filled with a concenthe slides ; even the pressure of the fingers will do this.
Mr. Furnivel has made for
Therefore I would say use a medium thickness of| trated solution of alum.
lantern
a
microscope,
you see on the screen,
me
which
glass. and take care to have it free from scratches and
and which has the special advantage of focussing the
air-bubbles.
The paper mask to be placed between the photo- : heat rays and thelight rays in different places. and the
graph and the cover glass should be of suitable shape, result is that no alum screen is needed, the slides
and carefully adjusted to the size of the photograph; on remaining quite cool under the most intense beams of
~ light. We will now show you the kaleidoscope, which
no account . se the circular masks. as this shape is most
inartistic, and frequently quite spoils the picture. The also goes in the place of the lantern objective. the best
objects for this being bits of lace, asparagus leaves,
masks havin one white side and the other coloured
designs made with the geometric pen. and similar
are the best, as the white side is an indication to
the objects, the lace, &c.. being cemented on a circular
lantern operator as to the side ofthe photograph to be
placed next the light, and it also enables the name of glass plate which fits into a chromotrope frame.
We expected the pleasure of the assistance of Dr.
the slide to be written upon it.
The binding strips should be neatly put round the : Sidebottom, of Hyde, to give us a demonstration on In
edges of the slide and two white or coloured discs polarized light, but he is not well enough to come.
placed on the two top corners of the front of the slide, one respect this is fortunate. as we hope to be able to
persuade him next session to give us one evening
to show ata glance which is the top ofthe view.
Then.
carefully remove all finger and gum marks, and the devoted entirelyto polarized light, a subject he has
made peculiarly his own.
When light is reflected at
slide is complete.
have not tried any of them, for I much

GODFREY

Experiments

with

Lantern.

the

(Continued from page 6.)

BINGLEY.

Optical

a certain angle, or passed

throurh certain substances,

‘it is split up into two parts, which
| Curious properties.
The effect of this
on the screen by passing it through
I will not attempt any explanation,
too great to be

must
; tion

have each very
we will show you
various objects.
as the subject is

treated. in a cursory manner,

and we

hope for a future.and more perfect demonstraby Dr.

Sidebottom,

if we

can

get

him

next

THE demonstrations in spectrum analysis and the
de- | session.
composition oflight are almost endless ; these we
I may conclude with again saying our object to-night
must
leave for your own experiments.
Removing the slit, is to give information, and that any questions will be
and replacing it by a plate with a small hole in,
we get answered, and the apparatus used, which is almost
a small beam of light, with which immense number
s ‘entirely made by Mr. Furnivel, is open to your
of experiments may be made.
We will show you the inspection, and that any information or facilities for
vibrations of a sheet of paper pasted on the end
of a | copying any or all of the apparatus will be given either
tube, these vibrations being shown by a tiny mirror
THOS. FLETCHER.
of , by Mr. Furnivel or myself.

thin microscope glass silvered, which reflects the
;
10;
beams.
Similar experiments may be made with tuning
forks, vibrating rods, &c.
Enlargements.
Before leaving the simple adaptations, we will show
;
(American Journal of Photography.)
you the geometric pen on the screen.
It is arranged ,
as an ordinary slide, and the patterns which can
be IT is much more desirable to have large pictures than
obtained are endless.
These are not only pretty in
themselves, but are useful in the lantern kaleidoscope, it is to make them, and if it is practicable to make
which we shall show you, and also for the production small original negatives, and obtain enlargements
from them which shall be as sharp and full of detail
of diffraction spectra, a subject hardly suited
for | as the prints from the original negatives, much labour
demonstrations in a large room.
If we remove the
‘objective and put in its place a box which has a hole |and trouble in the field would be avoided.
| In order to consider the question of the value of an
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enlargement,

considered
original

and

to estimate

to be comparable

negative

of the

same

how

near
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it may

be | the enlargement will briny out depth and effect from
the small negative which the larze one cannot possess.
size, it may be worth
Again, this effect is shown again and again by the im-

with a print from an

while to examine into the philosophy of the question, pression which is made by a good lantern-slide upon
and see what really takes place when, instead of the screen, an effect which is due not only to the
placing the small negative in contact with the paper, actual size of the picture, but also, and very largely,
itis placed at a distance from it, and the divergence
of the rays of light is used to obtain a larger picture.
With the photographic details of the process it is not
now proposed to deal, but the optical side of the question will bear examination, and some points connected
with it may be found interesting,
Ifa negative is perfectly sharp and distinct in every
portion, and the definition of objects at various distances equally good, it is surprising to observe the
extent to which it will bear enlarzement.
Of course,
to say that itis fer/ectly sharp would be toadmit that
it would bear an indefinite amount of magnification
without any loss of definition, but using the word
perfect in its ordinary acceptation as referring to a
sharpness quite possible of ready attainment, the
amount of enlargement which may be permitted is very
great. On the contrary. a softness and lack of microscopic definition, which in no way detracts from the
appearance of a print made from the original nega-

|

to the proportional increase
which the picture is viewed.

in the focal

distance

at

This question of the relation between the focal
length of the lens with which a picture is taken, and

: the focal distance at which it is see7z,isa matter which
has hardly received the attention which it deserves, and
| itis of especial importance in connection with this

matter of enlargements.
is but ove focal length
picture, and

As a matter of fact, there
which is correct for each

that distance is the distance at which the

finished picture is to be held from the eye. The object
: Of a picture is to produce upon the eye the same effect

as the original subject. When the photograph is
taken, the rays of light from the object pass through
the lens, and form the image upon the ground glass
at a definite distance behind the lens.
If now we make a transparency from the negative,
and stand in the same position as the camera, and
hold the transparency before the eve, moving it toand
tive, and indeed in the opinion of many is more artistic ’ fro, until it just coincides with the actual view beyond,
and effective, unfits it almost entirely for any enlarge- it will be found that this coincidence just occurs when
ment without producing a blurriness and indistinct- the distance of the transparency from the eye is equal
ness which is almost painful.
to the focal length of the lens with which the picture
A negative to be used for enlarging should, if pos- has beentaken.
Ifthe picture is held at any other
sible, be taken with that object in view, and by the use distance, either greater or less, it may be pleasing,
of possible means rendered as sharp, clear. and well- but it will not be correct.
The normal distance of
defined
as possible
A small stop in the lens, and a distinct vision is about twelve inches, and this is the
clearing reagent in the developer, together with ample best focal length for lenses to be used in making photo‘time both‘in the field and in the dark room, are graphs for illustration, or to be held in the hand for
necessities
€xamination.
It must not be forgotten that the picture, in any
For large pictures, to be examined from a distance,
- case, is simply a matter of the distribution of light, however, it would be most difficult to work with lenses
and that-in enlarging an image already made by one of long enough focus to follow this law. and it is just
impression oflight, upon a sensitive surface, we are here that the enlargement has the advantage, since
calling upon a second instalment of light to do the the magnification of size is also equivalent to a corsame work.
This action is not greatly different from responding multiplication of the focal length, and the
the use of a relay in telegraphing, where a feeble correct point of view is removed to a corresponding
current passing along the main line simply throws-a
distance. while the large direct picture, which has
local battery in and out of circuit, and the greater been taken from a focal distance proportionally not
' portion of the work is.done by the strength of the so great, fails to look so natural or so effective.
local battery, while the feeble impulses along the
HENRY HARRISON SUPPLEE.
main line must merely indicate the action.
50:
The difference which may be seen in the brilliancy

ofa lantern-slide when thrown upon the screen by a Apparatus at the City Exhibition.
good or a poor light, may serve to indicate the influence which this secondary illumination has upon
DURING the short period in which this exhibition was
the enlarged image, and it is an important element in held. at Drapers’ Hall, a large concourse of visitors
the theory of enlarging.
If we take two negatives of availed themselves of the opportunity of seeing the
the same subject. one quite small and the other large, rapid strides photography has made of late, and also
and then make an enlargement from the small one to of inspecting the various apparatus employed in conthe same size as the large direct picture, they will nection therewith.
be comparable in several ways with interesting
Ross and Co.’s display consisted of a well-stocked
results,
case containing lenses and other photographic appaUnless the focal length of the lens with which the ratus of which they make a speciality.
large negative is made is just as much greater than
Perken, Son, and Rayment exhibited their magazine
the small lens as the difference in the size of the hand
camera.
their
Opéiveus
lenses,
lanterns,
pictures, the depth and definition in the shadows ofthe cameras, shutters, and complete photographic sets
small negative will be much the better, and this ad- being arranged in an attractive manner.
vantage will be retained in the enlargement. and the
A fine display of chemicals occupied the stand of
r reinforcement of the second instalment oflight during Mawson and Swan. Here also were to be tound plates,
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mounts, folding cameras, their new plate-lifters. which
prevent the fingers from becoming contaminated by
the various developing and other solutions ; lamps,
lanterns, and other selections from their extensive

F. W.

Hart exhibited

four different

varieties

of

flash lamps. several of which were connected with an
automatic discharger, capable of working a hundred.
lamps simultaneously ; also some soft and wellstock.
illuminated “flash lamp” pictures; a convenient
G. Smith’s (Sciopticon Co.) exhibits consisted of | air-tight magnesium wire reservoir, from which any
a handsome gas or lamp shade and screen containing , desired length in inches could be drawn; also a new
photo-transparencies, also lanterns of the Sciopticon | bamboo stand, which can be used for several purtype.
poses, such as holding an arrangement of flash lamps, .
Lane sheets ofcelluloid were hanging on the stand a photographic back-ground, or a magic lantern
occupied by England and Co.
screen, special provision being made for inclining the
Prominent upon the table of Pearson and Denham
screen when the lantern is tilted, and also for stretchwas their justly-celebrated
lantern-slide reducing | ing it. The stand for a 16ft. screen can be packed in
camera, which is susceptible of varied movements.
an ordinary cricketing bag.
The Circumbra, Standard, and other cameras were
Developing tents, enlarging lanterns, and a novel
also shown.
; panoramic camera, from the French Exhibition, were
John Lewis and Co. had several clockwork rockers exhibited by Geo. Houghton and Son.
at work, which run for nearly an hour with one windRobert Abraham's display occupied a large portion
ing ; also examples of kallitype printing, which is five | of the side of one of the halls, and included various
or six times as sensitive as ordinary albumenised kinds and forms of cameras, optical lanterns, stands,

paper.
burnishers,
washers,
sets, lenses, mounters,
and
The “Scotia Camera”
was shown by James | various other apparatus. The working of the Victor
Thomson & Co. This isa light field camera capable and the Ideal hand-cameras were demonstrated, and
of various adjustments, and is a most complete instru- a number of pictures taken with these two cameras
ment.
were exhibited.
The display of Newton & Co. consisted of oil, oxyGotz’s patent camera, turn-tables and iron printing
hydrogen and electric light optical lanterns, pro- paper. and Suter's aplanatic lenses and specimen prints .
minent among them being the Scientist’s lantern, des- ‘ were included in the exhibit of J. R. Gotz.
cribed on p. 85 of the last volume of this journal.
H. Clarkson showed cases for keeping limes, and
Several fine lantern transparencies of microscopic also his gas regulator.

objects by Mr. T. E. Freshwater were alsoon the stand
occupied by this firm.
J. Swift and Son had a large closed case, containing
their widely known lenses and cameras, also two new
forms of hand cameras—the Paragon and the
Memorandum.
;
Isochromatic plates, specimen negatives and trans-

parencies were

exhibited

by B. J. Edwards

and Co.

Walter Tyler had a display of lanterns in all sizes
and forms, jets, condensers, slides, lenses, saturators.
The glare from the polished brass work of the:
numerous lantern fronts conduced to the attractiveness

of

this. exhibit.

Fallowfield's

Facile

hand-

camera was also shown in this stand.
Marion and Co.'s stand, though very large, was
well-stocked with mounts, easels, cameras, stands. and

These were arranged on the sides of a square so as

general apparatus, including a folding lamp invented
to be viewed by transmitted light, several electric
by Mr. Cade, and a combination stereoscope and
lights being placed behind.
camera (by Ransom).
Various apparatus connected
W. Watson and Son hada general display, including ; with optical lanterns were also to be found here.
optical lanterns, cameras,
lenses, rockers, dishes,
stands, and a variety of other apparatus.
Henry Crouch’s (Limited) exhibit included the Presto
hand camera. which carries two dozen plates ; len<es,

10%

Editorial

Table.

Acmé shutters, and tripods.
A closed case of general photographic apparatus was | AN ingenious instrument for calcul.ting exposures has
been devised by Mr. Altred Watkins, of Hereford.
It
occupied by Morley and Cooper.
An ingenious German hand camera was shown by | consists of a brass cylinder, upon which rotate four
Otto Scholzig.
i
R. and J Beck had a novel method of showing their
aluminium lens mounts.
<A pair of scales contained |
on one side two brass-mounted lenses. and on the;
other side five aluminium-mounted lerses and an odd
flange, which just balanced.
Sands and Hunter, in addition to general apparatus,
exhibited several instantaneous pictures of athletic |
sports exposed with their shutter.
rings, each provided with a pointer and a scale.
At
W. Wray's case contained lenses of all styles. and one end of the cylinder is a supply ot sensitive paper,
also some large pictures taken at the French [xhibiand at the other a cap connected with a chain to act
tion with their lenses.
as a pendulum for counting seconds. The chain having
A tastefully-arranged display of photographic sets been set swinging, the end ccntaining the sensitive
was to be found upon the szall of the London Stereoscopic Company.
The well-known Dallmeyer lenses were to be seen
in a prominent position.
'

paper is exposed

to light, and

the

duration

of time

noted that it takes to acquire the density of acoloured

This we will assume to
mark immediately alongside.
take twelve seconds
The actinic force of the light is.

—ae
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MARION & Co., 22 & 23, Soho Square, London
COW

AN’S

Gelatino

(MARION

&

Chloro-Bromide
Co., SOLE PROPRIETORS.)

Plates.

Specially prepared for making transparencies, in the Camera, or by Contact printing mith
gas or other artificial light,.
alsn eminenily snitable far reproduction uf negatives and general copying
purposes.

32 by 34 1/0, 44 by 34 1/0, 5 by 4 1/7, 6} by 43.2/3, TE by 53/5, 8h by 41 4/0, SH by GS 4/3, 9 by 7 3/0,
10 by $ 7/3
12 by 10 10/0, 13 by 8 10/0.
Any other Sizes to Order charged in same proportion.

These plates are much slower than the ordinary Bromide

negative: and with the camera, using lens with diaphragm
, about F24, and
reflected
a
sky as a source of light, 1 to 2
(
' minutes wili be required.
Any developers may be employed that work well with
.
Bromide Plates, but the following are recommended :—The
proportions are given for 10 ounces of developer only, so
that by easy calculation each one may mix the quantity
best suitiug his requirements.

used for Portrait and Landscape work, but much quicker
than the pure Chloride Plates ; In the camera they
will be
4
:
found to give,
witi full exposure, very brilliantimages with
clear glass in the

unexposed

parts, making

them specially

valuable for general copying furposes.
The exp-sure for contact printing by gaslight (using
an
ordinary
Hshtail

10 to 15 seconds

burner

at

12 inches

distant) varies from

upwards, according to the density of the

COW

AN’S

Gelatino-Chloride
AT

MANUFACTURED

MARION

& Co., 22 & 238, Soho

By by 35 1/0, 44 by 34 1/0, 5 by 41/7,

| ofagas Hame,and the density thus regulated toa great nicety..
The exposure to diffused daylight will vary from ] to 5seconds upwards, according to the density of the negative.
For the reasons mentioned above, it is not recommended

Though extremely sensitive to daylight, they are
much

to make

less so to gaslight; so that moreartificial light
may be used
during development than with Bromide Plates.
i his will
be

SLIDE

MAKIN G

This Camera meets the long-felt want for an [nstrume
vt
that is always ready at a moment's notice
to produce
Lantern Slides from the Photogras:her's
Negative.
The usual preparations necessary (especially
in the case
of Amateurs) to take a Lantern Slide are only
too well
remembered
for their inconveniences
and vexations.
Hither the focus is found to be not quite satisfa
ctory,
or the
intended amount of picture is not on the
plate, ur something else is wrong, with the result that
it is very commen
to take several slides befo:e a perfect ove
_ With this Camera such mistakes and is secured.
difficulties are
impossible, as it is pied accurately in perfect
Jncus, size,
and position.
All that is required to expose a plate being
to insert a negative iu the grouves at one end
the lens), and in the dark room put a lantero (film towards
plate iu the
carrier provided for it at the other eud, the
caps effectual:y
excluding all light except that passing
through the lene.
No dark slide or lens cap is required.
_ When the Negative and piate are in positio
18 carried out and pointed to the light, the n, the Camera
1 or 2 minutes, according to circumstances. exposure being
The Camera
is then carried back to the dark room, and
the lantern plate
taken out and developed.

GRIFFITH’S

to enlarge

from

the ordinary

negative.10 a simple, quick, and effective manner,
waking
the product

iou of Enlargements as easy and pleasant an
Occupation as the Lantern Slide Camera has rendered
Shde
making.

Price Complete,

MARION

&

Co,

22

&

but

a very

reiable

(PATENT APPLIED

CAMERA.
The

Instrument

FOI) “Tks.

is made

in three sizes :—the

smallest

the nextiniking them

from 1-1-plate negative ; and the largest, an adjustable one,
taking all sizes. from

12 by 10 downwards,

must useful

to

the professional—but it must be remembered it reiuires
setting for every size, like ordinary Cameras.
‘The charm
in always working from one size negative is, that there is
never any setting to do.
Prices complete
3-plate, 12/6.

with excellent lens,
1-1-plate, 15;-.

12 by 10, adjustable to any size, 21/-.
Nore.—Lantern Slides being square. it is usual to copy a
square of the negative.
‘hese Cameras are square, and
take in the full width of the negative, and an equal extent
of the length; but when desired they are made the same

shipe as the negative, so as to take

in the whole of it—it

then being of course necessary toemploy a specially shaped
mask to mount the slide up to advantage.
We provide
mask of the required shape. The latter form of Camerais
2/- extra on the half-plate, and 2/3 extra on the whole
plate.

ENLARGING

CAMERA.

Its outward appearance and size is very similar tothe
12 by 10 Lantern Camera.
One end has a carrier to hold
; either 3-plate or }-plate negative.
A good and suitable
lens is mounted iu the sliding partition in the mididle of
Camera, while the other e :d ‘‘draws out’
to focus, and is
fitted with a specially: designed “dark slide,” in which
either

paper

or glass, and

exposure.
with lens, 30/-; packing

23,

to gaslight,

making slides trom 4-plate negative;

ECONOMICAL

Having received a considerable number of enquirie
s and
requests for an Enlarging Apparatus of the same
the Lantern Camera. we have had a modification style as
made

the exposures

method, whep a number of pictures are requirea exactly
alike—or when it is necessary to work at nixht—is to burn
a few inches of maguesium ribbon at from 6 to 18 inches
from the negative, according to its density.

found to be of great advantage, as the plates
examined from time to time within a reasonable may be
distance

adapted

Square, London, W.

10 by S$ 7/3, 12 by 10 10/0, 13 by $ 10/0.

:

which Is properly

Plates.

BY

64 by 43 2/3, 74 by 5.3/5, S} by 44 4/0, S4 by 64 4/3, 9 by 7 5/0,

These plates in appearance difter entirely from the usual
Bromide tilms, being very transparent,
and ofa deep orange
colour by trausmitted light, but are capable of developm
ent
to any density required.
:

LANTERN

SOUTHGATE

SOHO

opal

plates, may

be held

LONDON,

W,

extra, 2/6,

SQUARE,

for

vi.

The Optical Magic Mantorn Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
Post

Free,

12/9.

EST Frencu Sensitised Rives Paper, double albumenfirst

ized;

SEND

ENLARGING
From

W.

Wh

lesale

HAINES,

COPYING.

:

.

Photo

Chemist,

And all Dealers.

only

from

CC.

!

Thoroughly reliable for

&

ALFRED

F. W.

or

1o

Cash

MOSS A
AD,
74, Milton Street, London, E.G.
=
ART,

Patentee

8 & 9, KINGSLAND

;

& Manufacturer

GREEN

(28708.

LONDON, N.E.

Hereford,

Portable

Adjustable

Magic Lantern

Garden Studios and Packground Stands.

WATKINS,

Hereford.

t

IF YOU

Post free.

with Order. —Eurrope GRILLAND, Manufacturer, Paris.
Sole Agent for the United Kingdom :—

— THE —
METER.
EXPOSURE

Far in advance of previous attempts.

Mauve,

Rose,

lalo paper, 106 a quire.
5.9 half-quire.

PARTICULARS ANT
TESTIMONIALS.

é
a
“WATKINS”

warranted.

quality

White, ing kilo paper, 10/- a quire. 5/3 halt-quire ; in

FOR

WISH

Screen Stands.

FLASH LAMPS
:- Original

Patent for distribution and uther Appliances for Photographic, Scenic,
and Signal Purposes.
Paorocravaic ArraRaATus, Cnemtcacs, &c.,
Suppry STORE.

TO

KNOW

1.—What focus of lens is required to produce a certain size of disc, at a given distance;

2.—What size of disc can be produced by a lens of given focus at a stated distance;
3.—What distance a lantern must be from the screen to produce a certain sized disc with a lens of given
focus;
Send 14d. for a READY REFERENCE TABLE (post-free),
“TAYLOR BROS., Dorset Works, SalisburySquare. Fleet Street, London, E.C.

THE

OPTICAL

MAGIC

LANTERN JOURNAL MAY BE OBTAINED
FOLLOWING SPECIAL AGENTS.

‘LONDON.

COVENTRY.

E. W. Allen & Co. Ave Maria Lane, E.C. (and all
Camera Co., 93, Oxford Street, W.

EDINBURGH.

R. & J. Beck, 68, Cornhill, B.C.

W. Hume, 1, Lothian Street.

GLASGOW.

George Mason & Co., 180, Sauchiehall St.
McGhie & Co., 75, St. Vincent Street.

C. E. Elliots. 36, Jewin Street, E.C.
J. Fallowfield, Charing Cross Road.
S. Fry & Co., 5, Chandos Street, Strand.
oo
Co., 38, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.
torn,
Thornwaite & Woud, 416, Strand, W.C.

HULL.
C. P. Gibson, Chemist, 16, Whitefriar

G, Houghton & Sons, 89, High Holborn. W.C.

ae

E. Hart, 2, Alexandra Terrace, Noel Park, N.

Paes

F. W. Hart, 8, Kingsland Green, N.

:

;

60, Holloway Road, N.

St Bride's Stores, 86 & 87. Fleet Street, E.C.

Pearson & Denham,

.

i MANCHESTER,

J. T. Chapman, Albert Square.
John Heywood,
| NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.
Maws
ds
Moseley Street
John Watson, 31,G pings eat

erat

W. Sharman, F.C.S., 247, Mare Street, Hackney, N.
Walter Tyler. 48, Waterloo Road. S.W.

West Street

'

Co., 54, Westbar.

| STOCKTON-ON-TEES.

E. G. Wood, 74, Cheapside, E.C.

| WARRINGTON.

& Sons, 313, High Holborn, W.C.

BIRMINGHAM,

,

S. Hulme, “xchange Buildings, New Street.

BURNLEY.
J. W. Wright, 141, St. James St.

- CORE.
Wilkie and Son, King Street.

:

Se
ete ules has
HES
ahi
The Shettield Photograp ic audaad FiFine Art& Pasian
Publishing

A. E. Wade, 1884, Walworth Road, S.E,
W.
Watson

e"

5, New Station St.

LIVERPOOL.
Archer X Sons, 43 to $9, Lord Street.
.
Sharp & Hicchmouth, 101, Dale Street.

J. F, Shew & Co., 83, Newman St., W.
Sands and Hunter, 20, (r nbourne Street, W.C.

J. Werge. 114, Berners Street, W.

gate.

Corn Mill Bridge

:

LEEDS.

H. Haoghes & Son, 59, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

Mawson & Swan, 33. Soho Square, W.
J. Orme & Co., 65, Barbican, E.C.
. Photographic Artists & Co-operative Supply Association,
43, Charterhouse Square, E.C.

;

DUBLIN.
J. Robinson & Sons, 65, Grafton Screct.

J..E. Brown, 26, Bowling Green Lane, E.C.
T.-H, Doublet, 11, Moorgate Street, E.C.

W. H. Humphries & Co., 268, Upper Street, Islington.
“Walter Lawley, 78, Farringdon Street, E.C.
James Mothersill, 6, Southampton Row, W.C.

THE

W. Clarke, Hampton House, Cross Cheaping.

‘wholesale news agents).
‘ vie 81, Aldersgate Street, E.C.

merican

FROM

Fr d. A. Graham,

t. J. Chappell, Bewsey

WEST

are

Albion Stores, Mill Lane.

Street.

HARTLEPOOL.

J.C. Winn, 56, Lynn Street.
AMERICA.
The International News Co., Duane
and at Toronto, and Montreal.

Street,

New

York
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then marked off on the first scale by turning the ring
A until its pointer is at 12. The second ring P is:
then rotated until its pointer reaches the figure on the
scale of the first ring denoting the sensitiveness of the
plate to be used, which may be 3.
The third pointer
S is then turned to the figure on the second ring corresponding to the particular colour or character of the
subject. which for an average landscape is 1.
Vhis having been done, the fourth ring D is made
to point ina

similar way to the stop used, say I'S. when

the point E will be found to give the duration of ex-

Is

lens and in such a position that a perpendicular line from it
will be slightly outside of the entrance.
The image will

thus

be reflected

by the outside mirror

through

the lens,

thence by the reflector behind the lens upon the table.

Thus

effect at best is not anything great, and it may be the case,
as

it is upwards

of 30 years

since

Mr.

Davis

saw

effect, that ‘distance (of time) has lent enchantment
view.’— Yours, Xc.,

this

to the

ORSCURA.

Thirsk, Yorks.

—

*To the Editar.)

S1r,— Double reflection is the only way by which the effect
of the representation of the man at the door
of camera ob--

posure (four seconds) according to the condition of the scura can be produced, and then onlyif the light is very
light, the make of plate, nature of subject,
and the stop ‘ good; but the image will only be that of the person end on
employed.
| when at the door. Of course, the further the person is away
Tables giving the most suitable number for each: the less the mirror must be inclined, and the more the figure
make of plate, &c., are supplied with each instrument.
of the individual will appear.— Yours, &c.,

The meter, which is only 2in.
Strong.
It is constructed on
principles, and reflects great credit
and can be relied upon as a correct

ing exposures.
AN

long, is neat and
strictly scientific :
upon its inventor,
means of calculat-

es

interesting

treatise on Aluminium, its uses and

alloys, has been received from the Alliance Aluminium

Company, Limited, 7, Great Winchester-street, E.C.
Varied applications are suggested for the use of this
metal, which 1s of beautiful colour and lustre, is very
light, strong, and hard, will not oxidize, and can be

easily worked. Amongst the different articles enumerated in which this metal can be better employed
than others are photographic apparatus and magic
lanterns.

aoe

A NEW catalogue has lately been

prepared

by F. E.

Becker and Co., of Hatton Wall, London, E.C. In
it is to be found a comprehensive list of photographic
goods stocked by this firm. To enumerate the various
novelties would make a long list, so we leave our
readers to judge for themselves,

the catalogue on application.
appearance.
ete
Mr. A. W.

Scott,

as

they can

obtain

The cover is of striking

of Weston-super-Mare,

has sent

us one of his new Saturators. This is well-finished in
brass, and is the same in general detail as that first
introduced by him. An illustration will be found in
his advertisement on page iv.

Kensington, W.

BLOCKING OUT STATUARY, &c.
[To the Editor.)
Dear Str,—Will you, through the medium of your useful
little journal, inform me what is the best pigment for blocking
out statuary 2? The same pigment would be useful for coating
glasses for slides to be written upon, as I find the writing

comes out brighter and clearer when written upon a prepared
black slide than when written in black upon a ground or
mat surface slide.
I should lke to get a compound dense enough to prevent
light going through it, and yet fluid enough to coat a glass
in the same way as one would use collodion or varnish. {he
surface would be more even than if put on witha brush. —
Yours faithfully,
J. W. SPENCER.
Trowbridge,
June 14, 18go.

(Try mastic or copal varnish, with which has been well:
mixed up some lamp-black, until when spread upon glass it
is quite opaque.
It may be thinned with a little turpentine
if necessary.
—ED. ]

PERFORATED

102

Society

Correspondence.
CAMERA OBSCURA.
(To the Editor.]
S1r,—Under certain conditions, the effect mentioned by
Mr. Davis can be produced; but as he does not give any

particulars of the nature of his camera, it is somewhat difcult to advise him how to alter his; but perhaps he can
obtain the information he desires from these few lines :—
building should be conical

in shape, the lens

fixed in

one side of a box surmounted on top, which must be capable
of being

rotated.

LIMES.

[ Lo the Editor]
Str,—During my experience I have had considerable:
trouble with the cracking of limes, and I have been trying a
few experiments to prevent this. I have, after some troulle,
managed to borea series of small holes through the lime.
parallel to that in which the pin goes.
The lime which I
have thus prepared has been subjected to several trials, and:
in my hands it answers well.—Yours, &c.,
Birmingham, June 6, 1890.
HERBERT G. WALLIS.

10:

The

Jas. S. RoBertson,

In this box isa mirror,

inclined

at an

angle of gsdegs. ‘This will cause the rays of light passing
through the lens to fall upon the table; the focussing may
be done by raising or lowering the table.
In order to see a person standing at the doorway (z.e.,
looking down, as it were, upon the person's head) a mirror
must be placed above the door, immediately in front of the

Meetings.

ENFIELD CAMERA CLUb. — A meeting to consider the:
desirability of forming a camera club for Enfield and the:
neighbourhood has been held at the Lancaster Coffee Tavern, .
Baker-street, Enfield.
Eventually it was resolved to forma
society to be called the Enfield Camera Club. An entrance
fee of 2s. 6d. ancl an annual subscription of 5s. were fixed,
and it was agreed to admit ladies and professional photo sraphers to membership.
Mr. D. G. Pinkney was aske.l to:
accept the presidency, and Mr. Dudin the post of honorary

secretary pro tem.
STOCKPORT PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCtETY.—The first annual:
meeting was held on the rrth ult., Mr. W. Banksin the
chair. The report showed a membership roll of 40 members, with a cash balance in hand and an amount of £8 3s.
towards the optical lantern. The following were elected asofficers

for the year :—President,

vice-presidents, Mr. Thos.

Mr. Thomas

Hidderley

Kay, J.P ,;

and Mr. W. Banks ;.

16
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‘committee, Messrs.

H. Heginbotham,

G. Froggat, G. Ball,

jun, H. Robinson, J. Pollard, W. Gourley ; hon. treasurer,
F. Brooke ; hon. secretary, C. Dawson, 32, Fleaton-lane,

‘Stockport.
Mason COLLEGE, BIRMINGHAM. —The inaugural meeting of the Photographic section was held in the College on
Thursday, June 5. The president (D. Nicol) delivered the
inaugural address,on ‘t Book and Newspaper Illustrations,”
exhibiting very

interesting

illustrations ; a series of lantern

slides were also shown, sent by the Birmingham
graphic Society.

Photo-

PHOTOGRAPHIC Soctery OF IRELAND.—
The monthly
excursion of this society was held on the 14th ult. to Lucan
and Leixlip, under the guidance of R. H. Blakeney.
The
day was very favourable and brought out a number
of
members.
The above places affurded many instances for
views of river and woodland scenery.
A number of plates
were exposed,and, judging from the fineness of the day,
some excellent and well-chosen pictures will doubtless
be

added to the albums of those who attended this excursion.
On the 2tst June a whole day excursion to the Devil's Glen,
in the county of Wicklow. under the superintendence of J.
H. Hargrave, Esq. There was a large attendance, and
appears that during the day nearly a hundred plates wereit
exposed. The day—the longest of all the year —was
very
favourable.
A few showers, but unimportant, with their

attendant clouds, varied the actinic power of the light.
The
glen is wild and very picturesque, in the centre of asomewha
t
flat and dreary country.

HOLnoRN

Camera

CLun.—The usual meeting was held

on Friday, June 6th, when about

to see a demonstration,

thirty members

assembled

and hear a few words about Alpha

printing by Mr. John Howson, ofthe Britannia Works,
Ilford,

who had kindly consented to give the demonstr
ation.
In concluding, Mr. Howson said that there was not
more
‘trouble in working the paper than albumenized papers.
“I
trust Olr operations here to-night will readily convince
you,
and if youtry Alpha, as I hope you will, you will find
a new
power placed in your hands —a power of producing
prints in- |
dependen
tly ofdaylizht, in any colour, black, sepia, red. or
purpie; and any surface, ordinary, highly enamelle:t or
mat.

are unable at present to say anything further than the notice
in the previous issue of this Journal.
S.—(1) Both instruments are good, but perhaps No. 2 will
answer your purpose best. (2) Yes. the maker can fityour
lenses.
(3) We are not familiar with the name.
E. J. A.—We note your remarks.
In future, when you
have to move the gas bags during an exhibition it will be much
safer to turn off the oxyzen tap. if not the hydrogen too.

G. Goodwin and R. Adams.—We cannot supply the in-

formation

wanted,

nor do we know the conditions ; better

write to office of the paper.
Combustion. —We do not understand your query.

If you
call by appointment we may perhaps be able to help you.
WI.

Corbett

(Calais).—B.

a.

Morgan,

Pengbryn

Ho,

Walter-road. Swansea, would like to communicate with you
respecting the subject of your letter on gas taps in last
issue.
G. Hf. S.—By presenting your official card at’ Brinn’s
oxygen works you would probably be shown the system of
compression employed, and be given every information required for your purpose.
Lantern (Rye). —The single object lenses, as drawn by
you, can be removed and their place supplied with achro-

matized lenses of the same focus.
Many lanterns are thus
fitted, the advantage over the ordinary portrait combinations
in general use being that a much larger disc can be got at
a
comparatively small distance from the screen.
All lantern
manufacturers keep achromatic lenses in stock mounted
in cells and ready to be screwed into the focussing
tube, and

they are usually made so that one lens can screw into
the
other to provide for either a long or a short focus. (2) Of
course, no experienced lanternist would think of allowing
cold air to play upon the condenser while it is hot.
(3) In
throwing images on the ceiling a simple plane mirror is sufficient.
(4) There is no way by which the reds of the nega-

tives

fram

colourei

Pictures

can

be reversed ; something

however may be dore by local treatment with a reducing
agent, as we shall point out in the course of a few art cles on
transparency making, commenced in the present number.
I’. J. B. writes: “ { want to use the condensers of my

biunial to throw coloured lights on the stage Jor tableaux
and what is also most important, the pictures
obtained vivants.
Will you kindly say in next issue how it can be
are a permanent as the paper on which
they are done; also, is coloured glass or velatine best 2" Reply.
—
printe|.”” After a hearty vote of thanks to the
Britannia Ketter use object glass alony with condensers ; coloured velaCompany in general, and Mr. Howson in particula
r, with tine wil! answer, but coloured glass is better, as it obstructs
which was also offered and accepted hon. member
ship of ; less light. If only one half of the condenser is used (and this
the club, the meeting was brought to a conclusion.
may be done without the object glass) see that the fat side is
next the light.
10:
Lantern (Vidal Basin).-(1) The lens mentioned will
answer the purpose ; (2) Gaudy colours are preferabie fora

Notes

and

Queries.

juvenile entertainment; (3) This

is an advertisement; (4)

Ifthe A. B. C. Guide will not supply the information you
RecetveD. —The rules and list of members of the
desire, get the Tourist’s Road Map of Enuland and Wales. 1s 7
Hackney
Phuto Society. ‘this society, which has just
170, Strand, W.C.;
(5) We shall look forward to the
entered upon
its second year, has nearly one hundred members.
‘ Lantern" also writes: “I
Applica- description of your lantern.
tions should be made to the hon. sec., W. Fenton
Jones, notice that Mr. Tempest. in last issue, alluded to asbestos as
F.S.5c., 6, Victoria-street, King Edward-road, Hackne
packing. I should tike to ask about quality and mode
y.
of
VV. Srirley. —Sketch received.
fixing.
I shall not hesitate to give an account of my biunial
We think it will answer
very well, although if you attach three thin
rods from the when finished, but Iam at present busy with a single oil
base to the upright it would be much firmer.
Rods sliding lantern in my spare time.”
inside of tubes with a pinch screw will enable
LD. Prustoa.—The transparency received is very quod,
the table to be
but
readily secured in any position,
the subject is one which would look better ina mat with
an
I P. I. asks ifinstead of a pin to set the lime
oval instead ofa circular o ening.
on,
it
would not be better ta have three small spring
Nemo, —If you do not wish your name to appear you can
claws aa set
the lime between them.
use a vam de plume,
Answer. —This style has been employed, but we think they are rather in the way,
LI. W.—Too late. Ta our next.
for, to be
firm they must be tolerably long, and this prevent
s a large
20,
proportion of the lime from being utilised.
A correspondent
FALLOWFIELD'S
Photographic Rememhrancer for June
in this issue pives it as his opinion that perforations
through quarter contains a long list of bargwins which
are to be dislimes (lengthways) is an advantage.
pose! of at their old address, this frin being about
Subscriber
,
to move
writes: ‘ What kind of instrument is the
into
new
and
commo.lious premises in Charing CrossGraphiscioptricon mentioned in last issue?"
Reply. -We
road, W.C,
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NEW

Mahogany Dark Slides.
The

The

lightest. most compact, cheapest and best
Mahogany Slides ever made.

LISTS

* SLIDES

AND

TtSTIMONIALS

for LANCASTER’'S

TALBOT

faneous shutter.

Camera.

PRICE

30/-, complete

FREE.

CAMERAS

& EAMER,

“DIAMOND.”

|Only
st by 3 by 37. Fitted with finder, rapid
rectilinear lens alway's
in focus, and time and rnstan-

Lantern Size same price as !-plate.

in all sizes, and fitted to any

CAMERA.

Takes twelve pictures, 38 by 28, on ordinary
dry plates, without recharging. Size of instrument

Quarter-plate, ; 4/6 each; 13/- for three.
:
Made

HAND

vii.

i

case

and box of plates.

Specimen of Work, 2 stamps.

in Stock.

Send tor Illustrated Circular,

Press

Opinions, and full particulars

Manufacturers of Photographic Instruments, BLACKBURN.

Thomas’s “Pall Mall” Lantern Plate
North Lodge, Melton Mowbray, December 11th,
1889.
Dear Sirs,—My satisfaction with your Lantern Plates
is unbounded.
Their quality is so consummately
- excellent that with the quinol developer, a tyro need not fail
in getting good slides.
Add
two gross lan terns to my
order in your hands for other plates.
Yours faithfully,
To R. W. Thomas

& Co.

WILLIAM

ADCOCK.

Rayapuram, Mdaras, 27th July, 1889.
Dear Sirs,—Mr. F. York was kind enough to send me a sample
dozen of your Lantern Plates for trial, and
I have much pleasure in stating that in my opinion they are the
most perfect Plates of their kind.
I do not think you exaggerate in the least in saying that
Collodio-Bromide is superseded, for when one can
. get such perfect Plates for 1s. a dozen, no one would think
of going to tae trouble of making Collodion Emulsion
with its uncertainty and worry.
I spoilt the first of the dozen purposely by giving different
exposures on the two halves of the Plate to
ascertain their rapidity, but after that I got eleven very beautiful
transparencies with the remainder of the dozen,
and since that I have used many dozens of your plates
with the most gratifying success.
I have had sume thirty
- dozen our, and find they keep exceedingly well in this climate,
for I used some that had been in a cardboard box some
four months and they were perfect as at first.
Yours
faithfully
,
Messrs, R, W. Thomas & Co., London.
FRED DUNSTERVILLE,

Thomas's Lantern Plates give all colours without Toning, and are warrante
d to
indefinitely ; in these respects especially they challenge any other make to
comparison.

-Lantern

Plates,

on

Thin

é

Glass,

OF

ALL

3iin.

by

3iin.. 1s. per

keep

dozen.

DEALERS.

R. W. THOMAS& CO., LIMITED.
10.

PALL

MALL,

Paker Pxhittionmroptical
Laers,|
alsu tor Eularging Apparatus.

LONDON,

WRAY’S

D. Noakes&Son, tRIS
Inventors, Patentees & Makers of

Improved Lantern Apparatus,
Also “INVICTA"

Cameras

Photo

& Enlarging

... Greenwich, London,
:

=i

Telephone S029.

rery
vvevemenot io our Apparatus snesested
nee
Mre Lockr and Mr. D. W. Noakes,

the tira, i

Ao

fitted with

DIAPHRAGMS.

A MEDAL

has been awarded

for these

at the Dundee and East of Scotland
PH OTOG

RAPH

BILLINGSGATE STREET,
x

LENSE

Are now

When requred, ata small additional cost.

Lenses,

Apparatus

s.w.

IC

EXH

February, 1888.

LENSES,

|BI TION,

S.E.

Hours 9 Gill 6.

W.

by long personal ;
two principals of
North

WRAY,

*
Hill,

OPTICIAN,
*
Highgate,
London,

Prices and Illustrated Catalogue for Stamp,

N.
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Varnishes,

Cover

The

accurding

the

tones

can

to Developer

be

varied

used,

and’

for Brilliancy and Clearness
Shadows it is unsurpassed,

1) itnmarsorncncll i ll

Solutions,

for

af
l Transparencies.

There is nothing to equal at for this

NN

Developing

Enlarger.

Glasses, Paper

Masks

and all Requisites.

and

in

Binders.

MAWSON
& SWAN,
dd, Dolo Aquare. London; & Mosley Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
THE
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APPARATUS

FOR

ECLIPSE
SHEW’S

LANTERN

WORK.

HAND CAMERA.
POCKET

For pictures full44 x 3.

Patent

ECLIPSE.

Weight, only 12 ounces.

EQUALLY SUITABLE FOR ARCHITECTURE, INTERIORS, &,
SHEW’S

BAMBOO

WALKING

CANE

TRIPOD.

See ‘The Eclipse Pamphlet,” free on applica
tion to

“JF. SHEW & CO., 87 & 88, NEWMAN STREET.
our Doors
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